Hook
We will turn EYFS into a
Superhero training academy
and end the first week with a
Superhero day.

Personal, social and emotional

Physical

We will learn to recognise our own abilities, strengths and
weaknesses. We will be able to talk about them in a positive
way, while developing an understanding of others needs,
wants, interests and opinions. We will become aware of our
own feelings and the feelings of others, developing our skills
of sharing and turn taking.

We will explore how our body changes
when we exercise, we will take part in
superhero training. Using Supertato, we
will develop an understanding of what is healthy and unhealthy.

Spiritual and moral
We will develop our sense of
self, our unique potential, our
understanding of strengths
and weaknesses and our will
to achieve.

Learning beyond our
Classroom
We will visit Leeches garden
during our fairy week to
create our own fairy worlds.

Focussed Learning
Outcomes
We will save Supertato,
capture The Evil Pea and
celebrate our victory before
moving onto celebrating
Christmas!

Communication and language
Literacy
We will explore wide range fiction
including Supertato and Superkid. We
will have a range of opportunities to
write and make marks to communicate
meaning such as writing letters to fairies,
descriptions of our own characters and
we will always
have access to our
superhero themed
writing areas.

Understanding the World
We will take part in school community events such as
Christmas where we will explore the celebration, its meaning, traditions and family customs. We will learn about the
celebration of Diwali and take part in some of the traditional celebrations. We will look closely at similarities, differences, patterns and changes including investigating how to
melt ice.

We will discuss what features a superhero has and relate these to ourselves.
We will make up our own
stories and adventures
about fictional characters
and create our own characters.

Expressive arts and design
We will use dance to develop our
rhythm, combining movements and
gestures We will explore musical
instruments and the way they sound.
We will use our imaginations to
create our own superhero vegetable
characters and enjoy using our
Superhero headquarter role play
areas.

